
Farmers markets, like grocery stores, have been deemed an essential service

by the state of New Jersey.

Farmers markets offer a safer and more controlled grocery shopping

environment for consumers, including the benefits of:

Knowing that your food was grown, packed, and transported by a local,

trusted farmer from just a few miles away

Shortening the supply chain and number of people handling products,

thereby reducing chances for transmission

An open-air outdoor shopping space, making it easy to social distance

Smaller crowds with trusted market staff on-site to direct foot traffic and

maintain social distancing

During the COVID-10 pandemic, a safe and reliable supply of affordable local

food  is paramount. 

LOCAL FOOD IS ESSENTIAL

Adhering to the highest food safety harvesting and packing guidelines, with

our farm staff wearing gloves and masks, consistent washing of produce

crates and storage sites, and a minimal number of staff handling products

prior to sale

Providing pre-packaged boxed produce shares rather than a traditional

open-selection farm stand

Equipping market staff with gloves and masks, who will coordinate the

pickup location to be set up with:

6 ft. between queued shoppers using cones or chalk markings

Separate staff members handling food box exchanges and payment

transactions

Sanitizing hands and credit card equipment between transactions

Encouraging customers to wear gloves and masks during their produce

pickup, and to only bring one member of their household to the farm stand 

City Green is taking important measures to ensure customer safety at all food

distribution points. These include:

 

To reduce the amount of contact between shoppers and staff, all City

Green's products will be pre-packed into Small, Medium, and Large size

boxes of varying values for "contactless pickup" at all farm stand sites.
 

PUTTING SAFETY FIRST

CITY GREEN VEGGIE MOBILE AND
FARM STAND PROGRAM 2020
COVID-19 RESPONSE:  City Green is committed to ensuring access to healthy, local food for all
during this pandemic. Now more than ever, a safe supply of good food is essential for healthy
immune systems and healthy families. Our new boxed produce system, along with our
longstanding SNAP and WIC "Good Food Buck" fruit and vegetable discount program, offers a
safe and affordable grocery shopping option for our local communities.


